
HOW TO APPLY

BEGINNING MID/PROGRESSIVE ADVANCED

1. Using a fabric measuring tape,  
    hold measuring tape at front         
    hairline

2. Follow hairline circumference  
    to base of hairline at nape

3. Continue around head, back  
    up to front starting point

1. Establish “top of head point” by  
    measuring 7" back from front        
    hairline

2. Hold measuring tape at HAIRLINE  
     at top of ear 

3. Measuring across “top of head  
    point”, continue down to 
    HAIRLINE at top of opposite ear

     
    hairline

2. Follow a straight line down  

    center of head, ending at  
    hairline at nape
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CIRCUMFERENCE SIDE TO SIDEEAR TO EAR FRONT TO BACK

FULL STOCK SYSTEM MEASUREMENTS TOPPER MEASUREMENTS
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CIRCUMFERENCE EAR TO EAR FRONT TO BACK

*ADDITIONAL NOTE: If your three measurements are not exactly matched to any one of the standard sizes, choose the 
wig size that is indicated by the largest measurement.
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Measurements above are for Jon Renau stock systems only.
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SYSTEMS

BEGINNING MID/PROGRESSIVE ADVANCED

1. Establish “top of head   
    point” by measuring 7"  
    back from front hairline
2. Hold measuring tape at  
    HAIRLINE at top of ear 
3. Measuring across “top  
    of head point”, continue  
    down to HAIRLINE at top  
    of opposite ear

1. Using a fabric measuring  
    tape, hold measuring      
    tape at front hairline
2. Follow hairline circum 
    ference to base of     
    hairline at nape
3. Continue around head,  
    back up to the front      
    starting point

1. Hold measuring tape  
    at front hairline
2. Follow a straight line  
    down center of head,  
    ending at hairline
    at nape

CROWN PARTFRONT/FRINGE

1. Turn wig over and hold in front of you, (hairline should be facing you).

2. Hold at nape area and slip wig on like a cap, keeping ears free. 

3. Gently push hairline of wig up to match up with your natural hairline 

4. Hold ear tabs and adjust to ensure wig is on evenly in front of the ears

5. Use wire in ear tabs to adjust and form to the shape of the temples

6. 
desired style

TIP: If you have a SmartLace lace front wig, be sure to not pull on or stretch
the lace. DO NOT SLIDE THUMBS OR FINGERS UNDERNEATH LACE. 
Use only the ear tabs to adjust wig placement on the head
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how to measure + apply


